
 

NITIN SHARMA 
JAVA DEVELOPER 

Noida Sector 15, UP-201301 
+91-8989-8131-63 

nitinsharmares@gmail.com 
www.linkedin.com/in/nitin-sharma117 

INSIGHT 

Growing java developer who is fortunate enough to have his passion and 
career aligned in the same path. A coder by profession and foodie by 
heart. 

PROJECTS 

Daalchini Communication Service (DCS)             @Daalchini Tech. 
(Spring Boot, Hibernate, MySql) 

● DCS is a project been developed at Daalchini Technologies which 
handles all sorts of communication happening between Users, 
Vending Machines and people back at office. 

ROLE : To develop, test and deploy Rest Apis and Cron jobs for alert 
generation related to machine healths and reports on different kind of 
sales, product placements, etc. 

Partner, Consumer and Kiosk Apps                        @Daalchini Tech. 
(Spring, Hibernate, MySql) 
● Partner app is developed for in-house people at Daalchini to track 

everyday flow of work. 
● Kiosk app is based on AOT and facilitates user to buy items from 

vending machines directly using different payment methods. 
● Android and ios based consumer app provides them with an option to 

freeze and buy the product which they can then vend in next 30 mins. 
ROLE : Task mostly consists of integrating SMS providers, secured Api 
creation and implementation of Payment gateways which in return were 
supported by crons for different tasks. 

Film Heritage Foundation                                          @Neurosys Pvt. 
(Spring, Hibernate, MySql) 
●  Archive for Indian Cinema which works towards Preservation of the 

Indian Cinema heritage and promote film as educational tool. 
ROLE : To develop ETL, Reverse-ETL processes along with Dashboard 
configuration and Transformer creation for different product categories 
available in this project and then document the work. 
 

SKIPPO                                                                                @Neurosys Pvt. 
(Spring, Hibernate, OrientDB) 
● A web based queue management app for venues. 
ROLE : develop different J2EE based modules for interacting with 
Orientdb and Sql databases and creating modules for ETL and Rev-ETL 
processes along with Dashboard configuration. 

EDUCATION 

Computer Science and Engineering, 
B-Tech, IIIT-Jabalpur (2014-18) 

EXPERIENCE 
Daalchini Technologies, Noida 

[Java Developer] 
July, 2018 - PRESENT 

NeuroSystems Pvt. Ltd, Delhi 

[Software Developer Intern] 
May, 2017 - November 2017 

SKILLS 
Platforms: Windows, Ubuntu 

Programming Language: Core Java 

Frameworks:  Spring-Hibernate, 
Spring Boot-Data Jpa 

Database:  OrientDB, MySQL 

Tools: Git, Eclipse, Firebug, Slack, Asana 

Other: Postman, Junit Testing, TDD, 
Maven 

LANGUAGES 

Hindi Native, English Proficient 
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